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Agenda

9am to 12.45pm

• Welcome notes and introductions

• Taking research from bench to paper

• Creating an outline and preparing to 

write

• Graphs and Figures

• Constructing sentences

• Elements of Writing Style

• Titles and abstracts

1.30pm to 5.45pm

• Writing an enticing introduction

• Presenting and discussing the results 

and concluding your paper

• Authorship 

• Editing, revising and finalising

• Choosing and submitting to an 

appropriate journal

• The editorial processes and peer-review

• Journal decisions

• Plagiarism and other ethical issues



Course objectives

By the end of the course you should:

� Understand successful science writing techniques

� Know how to organize, outline and plan papers

� Be able to construct effective sentences and paragraphs

� Understand the elements of a paper and what each element should contain

� Understand journal editorial processes and the peer-review system

� Know how to submit and publish papers

� Have an awareness of ethical issues associated with science publishing

� Have an insight into what it takes to get published in top-ranked journals



Handout material

Folders

Notepads & USB pens

Feedback forms

• Manuscript checklist

•How to get Published 

in Nature 

•Further information

flyer

• Certificate

Editor biographies

A recent copy of Nature



• Please take a few minutes to 

complete this feedback form 

at the end of the workshop

• Hand it back to the trainers

Feedback 



Taking Research from Bench to Paper



Question: What makes a great paper?

Answer: Great papers tell a story!

Content

Structure

Language

Flow

Coherence

Clarity

Concision

Great 

story
Great 

story



Start early

Steps to a great paper

• Thoughtful research

• Thorough preparation

• Logical presentation

“Nothing beats a 

comprehensive, thought-

out experiment. 

Do that upfront and your 

writing will come much 

more easily.”

Dr Mark Blumberg

Neuroscientist at University of Iowa and 

editor-in-chief of Behavioural Neuroscience

How to write scientific papers



Idea
identify the major 

questions

starting hypothesis

establish controls

Analyse and interpret

Keep the paper in mind throughout

Writing and the research cycle

• Review and research previous work

• Identify the major questions

• Prepare a starting hypothesis

• Decide your approach: prove, disprove 

or provide supporting evidence

• Design your methodology

• Establish controls

• Collect and record your data



• Make frequent notes — great raw material

• Keep a record of pertinent literature

• Write methods while still fresh

• Think of the project as a tentative paper title

• Read lots of papers and learn from them

Writing and the research cycle



• The publishing cycle starts with the experimental results and their 

importance — think about possible journals to submit to

• For publication in high-impact journals, you need to be careful not 

to publish preliminary results too soon

• Resist the temptation to publish quickly

• Conference presentations and preprints are usually allowed prior

to journal publication

• Conference proceedings in journals or popular media such as 

books can be a problem

• Check and consider the rules of the journal

Think ahead: Where to submit



• Choose the focus of the manuscript

• Choose an audience

• What is the main message?

• Have you asked a good scientific 

question?

• Is the research novel/original?

Preparing to write
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Just before you write

• Re-evaluate all of the original data, not only the data for the 

publication figures

• Find out what was thought / known / done before this work? Re-

check the literature

• Determine the impact of the new data. Do they change current 

thinking, or do they support existing ideas? Do they open new 

avenues of research?

Analyse and interpret



• Know who the key people are in your field: meet and talk with 

them (scientists are collegial — make use of this!)

• Develop collaborations with key people who you develop a 

good rapport with: start small and grow

• Identify areas of weakness that need to be addressed and 

consult on the best ways to address them

Consultation and collaboration



Novelty and conceptual advance

• Anything that has not been published before is novel, but not all 

novel findings are considered interesting, or of sufficient conceptual 

advance, for a journal 

• Different journals use different criteria to gauge the level of 

conceptual advance and readers’ potential interest

Common types of conceptual advance

• Unexpected phenomenon

• Never before seen

• Mechanistic insight 

• Technical breakthrough

• Resource value



Novelty and conceptual advance

• The tomato genome was sequenced for the first time and 

published in Nature (May 2012) 

• This research paper stood out to the Nature Editor because of the 

additional in-depth analysis

1. It reported a new, high-quality sequence (not published before) 

2. Tomatoes are a classic genetic model for fruit development and 

economically very important. This field is already interesting, and 

this study taught us more about fruit development

3. A comparative genetic analysis was carried out with a related 

species (the potato), shedding light on the evolutionary processes 

of Solanum and fruit development

4. With commercial applications: the creation of a phenotype 

resource for indexing particularly desirable tomato phenotypes 

has important implications in agronomy and commerce and for 

researchers in this field

Nature 485, 635–641 (2012)



In June 2012, Nature Biotechnology published an account of optimised

inhibitors for influenza virus using deep sequencing. The research was

comprehensive and topical, and stood out because:

1. Used cutting edge methodology: application of next-generation 

sequencing to generate large amounts of structure-function data, 

and mapped far more point mutants than had been done 

previously.

2. The authors applied the results to improve binding affinity of two de 

novo–designed protein inhibitors significantly.

3. The target of the inhibitors was H1N1 influenza hemagglutinin, an 

important drug target.

4. Showed that the effects of individual point mutations are not 

additive and that combinations of mutations can improve affinity

beyond what would be predicted from the effects of individual 

mutations.

5. Solved an inhibitor-hemagglutinin crystal structure and showed that 

the designed interface agrees well with the experimentally 

determined one. 

Novelty and conceptual advance



• Start early 

• Make sure you have thoughtful research and have done 

thorough preparation

• Review and research previous work

• Identify the major questions

• Prepare a starting hypothesis

• Decide your approach: prove, disprove or provide supporting 

evidence

Summary



Creating an Outline and Preparing to Write



A scientific paper must contain enough information to enable 

peers (the scientific community) to:

• assess observations

• repeat experiments

• evaluate intellectual processes (i.e. are the authors 

conclusions and interpretations valid?)

Break it down



Preparing to write

• Avoid ‘salami-slicing’

• You need to give top-tier journals 

the whole sausage!

• Be honest — do not ignore data 

that do not fit your hypothesis

• Be selective — include the 

necessary data to support the main 

claims, but do not overcrowd the 

paper

“Some people don’t 

appreciate the fact that 

[having] a lot of weak data 

does not make up for having 

less, but more powerful data.”

Dr Eileen White, Associate Director of 

the Cancer Institute of New Jersey

and a Senior Editor of Cancer 

Prevention



Key questions for content

• Why is the topic interesting?

• What is the broader context of your work?

• What big problems are there in the field?

• What has your work added to current knowledge?

• How did you do it?

• What is the wider impact of your work?

These questions will help to work out the content of your paper and 

how data will be presented.



• What questions are being addressed?

• What is the best way to present your findings?

• Which results are relevant?

• What is the appropriate length and format? Does this fit with 

your intended journal?

• Will this be a collaborative effort? Who will write what?

These are some of the organizational questions, in terms of laying 

out the structure and also the way the paper is written, 

particularly if there is more than one person writing it.

Key questions for organization



Ideas

Organization

Paragraphs

Sentences

Final manuscript

Developing an outline

• Different scales/levels of detail

• Working from large to small 

scale:

— increases efficiency

— increases chance of 

presenting ideas clearly

• Good organization improves 

readability



Take these steps to help you plan

• Lay out all material for the paper

• Think about the best structure to present your data (graphs, tables, 

figures…)

• Develop an outline for the paper

• Select the data for figures and tables

• Design the figures and tables. They will help you in the narrative of 

the text

• Write rough subject headings — this will help add structure, 

particularly for long papers

• List all of the ideas you want to include

Getting started



Plan your paper

1. Outline

2. Main figures – the backbone of the paper

3. List of ideas you want to include

4. Subject headings

Start writing!

Do you have a coherent and compelling story, 

substantiated by the results and references?

• Revise outline

• Revise figures

• Revisit ideas

• More experiments?

YES NO



• Start with the results

• You don’t need to finalize your 

paper title at the beginning  —

use a working title

• If you are not entirely clear 

about the flow of arguments, 

start with the introduction, 

and do the abstract at the end 

Starting to write

Hints 

1. Try to avoid the ‘standard’

headings. Write 

informative 

headings/subheadings to 

guide the reader

2. If the results are complex, 

results and discussion 

sections may be combined

neuro
ハイライト表示

neuro
下線

neuro
下線

neuro
ハイライト表示



“ The secret of getting ahead is getting started. 

The secret of getting started is breaking your 

complex overwhelming tasks into small 

manageable tasks, and then starting on the first 

one. ”

Mark Twain

Starting to write



• Often, parts of papers are written by different people:

e.g. for theory/experiment

• Advantage: a wider range of expertise will increase the 

depth and quality of a paper

• Disadvantage: it can be challenging to achieve a common 

writing style, let alone join different parts for a coherent 

narrative

Collaborative writing



• Establish a project leader and the procedure to resolve conflicts 

• Write down procedures and responsibilities

• Establish a complete task list and assign who does what

• Determine which tasks depend on the completion of other tasks

• Create a realistic schedule

• Discuss an overall narrative and style to ensure a consistent format

• Individual sections need to be reviewed by all authors

• Double-check technical accuracy

Collaborative writing: Tips
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• Create an outline by creating the main figures and a 

list of ideas you want to include

• Create a realistic schedule if working collaboratively

• Get started!

Summary



To finish on a quote

“The formulation of a problem is often more essential than its 

solution…”

“To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old 

problems from a new angle, requires creative imagination 

and marks real advance in science.”

Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld (1938)



Any questions? 

Questions



Graphs, Figures and Tables



Some background

• Figures and tables were not commonly used in the past: 

they were too difficult to print, and people trusted the 

authors' description of their research results

• For example, Einstein’s paper on special relativity 

contained no figures at all…



Some background

•…and Watson and Crick’s famous 1953 

paper in Nature had only one simple 

diagram!

• Nowadays, modern technology makes 

printing figures easy (but we still have to 

trust the correctness of the data)



• present data in an efficient way. It is imperative that your 

figures and graphs are interpreted correctly

• be clear and easily understandable

• have clearly labelled error bars where possible 

(include data on the error bars in the figure legend)

• appear in a logical order

• be minimally processed (e.g. addition of arrows to a blot) 

or, if unavoidable, processing should conform to 

community standards

Figures should…

Nature Methods 7, 665 (2010)



Figures

http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/image.html

• Authors should retain the original, unprocessed data 

and metadata

• Editors and peer reviewers may ask for these, so make 

sure you have them to hand if not originally provided



(a) It’s difficult to distinguish the differences 

between the two curves on the right. It's 

also difficult to accurately judge the 

relative area differences between the 

two circles (one is 14-fold larger).

(b) On this pie chart, it's also difficult to 

judge how big each ‘slice’ is, but the bar 

chart is much more effective at 

communicating this

Examples of good and bad figures

Nature Methods 7, 665 (2010)



• be self-contained with their legends. Some readers just look at the 

figures and not the text 

A good example

Figures should…

Nature 467, 991 (2010)

Use legends 

and captions 

wisely



• Emphasize the finding when citing tables and figures in the main

text

Instead of

Table 12 shows a reference gene set containing 21,001 genes for the panda.

Use

To facilitate further analysis, we […] created a reference gene set that 

contained 21,001 genes for the panda (Table 12).

• But be concise! 

Citing figures and tables



Nature 479, 67–73 (2011)

• Don’t clutter figures with too 

many panels

• Don’t include unnecessary 

figures and avoid parts (panels) 

in figures and tables: data 

presented in small tables or 

histograms, for instance, can 

generally be stated briefly in the 

text instead 

Figures: Don'ts



Figures

Keep your figures simple (but not simplistic)

A simplified version of the same 

event combining steps 1 and 2 and 

using fewer arrows

An unnecessarily complicated diagram 

of an inversion event in two fusion 

genes

Nature Methods 8, 611 (2011)



Figures

Nature doi:10.1038/nature10401

This is probably the 

maximum complexity a 

figure should have



• Show as much raw data as 

possible. If n experiments 

done for each data point, 

then show all points, rather 

than the average and SD

• Always define n and the 

statistical methods used

Figures: Statistics



Figures: Housekeeping

• Prepare figures in vector graphics format (or high-definition 

graphics programs) for best presentation results

• Always indicate if figure used elsewhere before

• Feel free to use colour, but check that all parts of a figure 

can be understood even if printed black and white: use 

dashes to differentiate lines, not only colour



Best practices 

• Positive and negative controls and markers on every gel and blot

• You can conservatively crop gels for the paper: a reasonable guide, from 

Nature Cell Biology, is to retain about five bandwidths of background 

above and below and crop only when no essential information is 

removed

• Avoid splicing two gels together

Electrophoretic gels and blots

http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/image.html



• Figures should be clear and understandable

• They should appear in a logical order

• They should be minimally processed

• Make sure they are not too cluttered

• Always define your statistical methods

Summary



Any questions? 

Questions



Constructing Sentences



• This session will focus on sentences; the next session (Elements of 

Writing Style) shows how to string them together to create coherency 

and keep the reader interested 

• Clarity is key in scientific writing, the aim is efficient communication of 

the facts

• Sentences consist of a SUBJECT, a VERB and, almost always, an OBJECT

“The molecule bound tightly to the receptor.”

• Each sentence should make a single point

• Maximum 20–25 words per sentence

Writing sentences



• The ABC of writing style

– Be Accurate

– Be Brief

– Be Clear

• Clarity

– Write for your reader

– Do not over-explain and avoid overstatement

• Language and grammar

– Use simple words and avoid jargon

– Avoid long sentences

– Use verb tense consistently throughout the paper

General rules



• Active voice

- when the subject performs the action of the verb

- adds action to the sentence

- adds interest

- makes sentences shorter

• Passive voice

- when the subject undergoes the action of the verb

- use when the agent is not important

- sometimes suitable for data and the methods section

The data show…

It can be seen from the data…

Active versus passive voice



Original

Extratropical cyclones with two or more warm-front-like 

baroclinic zones were examined.

9-word separation

Improved

We examined extratropical cyclones with two or more warm-

front-like baroclinic zones.
No separation + active voice

Keep the subject and verb close together

Word order



• Avoid vague language

• Be precise

Accuracy

Original

Of the 16.9-fold genome coverage, the majority was from 454 sequencing 

by synthesis of paired and unpaired reads, with the remaining coverage 

from Sanger dye primer sequencing of paired reads.

Improved

Of the 16.9-fold genome coverage, 74% was from 454 sequencing by 

synthesis of paired and unpaired reads. Sanger dye primer sequencing of 

paired reads was used for the remaining 26% (Supplementary Table

1 and Supplementary Note). 



Use as few words as possible while retaining meaning —

think economically

Brevity

Original

We prepared our experiment thoroughly and the chromatography 

column was cooled down with great care to 4oC before it was utilized. 

Improved

The chromatography column was cooled to 4oC before use. 



Writing zeroes

• as a matter of fact

• I might add that

• it is noteworthy

• it is significant that

• it should be pointed out that

• the course of

• the fact that

• the presence of

Superfluous phrases often found in papers



Redundancies

(In order) to                                                   In order to remove the vacuum…

(already) existing We used an already existing model.

(alternative) choices We had many alternative choices. 

at (the) present (time) That is all that is planned at the present time.

(completely) eliminate All error sources were completely eliminated.

(continue to) remain Questions continue to remain.

(currently) being Experiments are currently being conducted.

(empty) space We filled the empty space.

has been done (previously) This has been done previously.

(still) persists Questions still persist.

Examples

Being concise



Being concise

Reducing wordiness

at this point in time now

at that point in time then

has the ability to can

has the potential to can

in light of the fact that because

in the event that if

in the vicinity of near

owing to the fact that because

the question as to whether whether



Being concise

At that point in time we increased the temperature by 10 degrees.

can

Then

Dragonflies have the ability to fly in circles.

Silicon is attractive in light of the fact that it is cheap and abundant.

In the event that temperatures increase, glaciers will melt.

because

If



Improved

Whereas chimpanzees are widespread across equatorial Africa, 

bonobos live only south of the Congo River (Fig. 1a). As a result of 

their relatively small and remote habitat, bonobos were the last ape 

species to be described and are the rarest of all apes in captivity. 

Original

Whereas chimpanzees are widespread across equatorial Africa, bonobos, 

which have a relatively small and remote habitat, which also meant that 

they were the last ape species to be described, live only south of the 

Congo River (Fig. 1a) and are the rarest of all apes in captivity.

Avoid complexity

• Break up sentences into segments

• Use punctuation: full stops rather than commas



The object of the work was to confirm the nature of electrical breakdown of 

nitrogen in uniform fields at relatively high pressures and interelectrode gaps 

that approach those obtained in engineering practice, prior to the determination 

of the processes that set the criterion for breakdown in the above-mentioned 

gases and mixtures in uniform and non-uniform fields of engineering 

significance.

Avoid complexity

1 sentence, 59 words

The electrical breakdown of nitrogen was studied at high pressure (760 torr) and 

conventional electrode gap distances (1 mm), to determine its origin in uniform 

fields and the requirements for nitrogen’s occurrence in uniform and non-

uniform fields.
1 sentence, 37 words

We studied the electrical breakdown of nitrogen at 760 torr and a 1 mm 

electrode gap distance, to confirm its origin in uniform fields. Furthermore, we 

determined the requirements for its occurrence in uniform and non-uniform 

fields. 2 sentences, 24 + 13 words, active voice



Commas

Omitted or incorrectly used commas can confuse readers or 

even change the meaning 

Example

Eats shoots and leaves

versus

Eats, shoots and leaves



Where possible, use verbs instead of noun forms

Original

Perception of umami is through detection of the carboxylate anion of 

glutamic acid.

Improved

Humans perceive umami through detection of the carboxylate anion 

of glutamic acid.

Clarity



Modifiers

• An optional element that modifies another word in the sentence  

• Avoid placing a modifier between the verb and the direct object

• Modifiers of nouns should be placed directly after the noun

• Make sure modifiers don’t create ambiguity

Ambiguous (embarrassing!)

He could not explain why he had got married to his father. 

Better

He could not explain to his father why he had got married.



Original

A mixture of polymers were prepared.

Corrected

A mixture of polymers was prepared.

• The verb must agree with the subject in number and person

• Take care with plural subjects

Original

Multiple light-emitters is used.

Corrected

Multiple light emitters are used.

Subject–verb agreement



• Parts of a sentence that are the same in function should be the same in structure, style and verb 

tense

• Most common parallelism mistake is made with bulleted lists

Parallelisms

From: Scientific English. A Guide for Scientists and Other Professionals, Robert Day and Nancy Sakaduski

Not parallel list

The sedimentary and geological context of

the new find indicates that the two

hominids:

– died around the same time

– Debris flow carried them to their place 

of burial

– The fossils were found along with a 

wide range of other animals

Aluminium is light, ductile and has strength 

(adjectives not parallel)

Parallel list

The sedimentary and geological context of

the new find indicates that the two

hominids:

– died around the same time

– were carried by debris flow to their 

place of burial

– were found along with a wide range of 

other animals

Aluminium is light, ductile, and strong

(adjectives parallel)



• All comparisons should specify what is compared with what: two components

Original

The second group was much older. Incomplete

Improved

The second group was much older than the first. Complete

Incomplete comparisons



• Remember the ABC of writing style

• Maximum 20–25 words per sentence

• Each sentence should make a single point

• Keep the subject and verb close together

• Use the active voice over the passive voice

Summary



“A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a 

paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the same reason 

that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a 

machine no unnecessary parts.

This requires not that the writer make all sentences short, or 

avoid all detail and treat subjects only in outline, but that 

every word tell.”

William Strunk Jr and E. B. White

To finish on a quote



1. The total amount of fluorescent light coming from the

hidden object through the scattering layer after subtracting

the background was detected as a function of the angle of

incidence, using a charge-coupled device.

2. The total amount of fluorescent light coming from the

hidden object was detected through the scattering layer as a

function of the angle of incidence, using a charge-coupled

device after subtracting the background.

Quiz



1. The total amount of fluorescent light coming from the

hidden object through the scattering layer after subtracting

the background was detected as a function of the angle of

incidence, using a charge-coupled device.

2. The total amount of fluorescent light coming from the

hidden object was detected through the scattering layer as a

function of the angle of incidence, using a charge-coupled

device after subtracting the background.

Quiz

�

�
Hint… identify the 

subject, verb 

and object



Quiz

In addition to the regulatory role of myostatin on skeletal 

muscle growth, it is also:

• a highly conserved member of the TGF-β family.

• inactivation of the myostatin gene (knockout) results in 

extensive skeletal muscle hypertrophy in humans.

• involved in the maintenance of metabolic homeostasis 

and in modulation of adipose tissue function and mass.



Quiz

In addition to the regulatory role of myostatin on skeletal 

muscle growth, it is also:

• a highly conserved member of the TGF-β family.

• inactivation of the myostatin gene (knockout) results in 

extensive skeletal muscle hypertrophy in humans.

• involved in the maintenance of metabolic homeostasis 

and in modulation of adipose tissue function and mass.

Hint… do all 

bullet points 

on this list 

flow from the 

lead 

sentence?



Quiz

In addition to the regulatory role of myostatin on skeletal 

muscle growth, it is also:

• a highly conserved member of the TGF-β family.

• a cause of extensive skeletal muscle hypertrophy in 

humans when the myostatin gene is knocked out.

• involved in the maintenance of metabolic homeostasis 

and in modulation of adipose tissue function and mass.



Any questions? 

Questions

Coffee break until 

11.15am



Elements of Writing Style



• Clarity and concision help your argument

• Create a compelling narrative throughout your text

• Don’t just ‘dump’ your material on the reader!

Create a coherent flow in your writing



• Beginning of the sentence — topic position

- Introduce the subject of the sentence first 

- Contains old information (context)

- Links us backwards

• End of the sentence — stress position

- Point of closure

- Receives special emphasis

- Adds new information

Topic and stress positions

Bees disperse pollen.               (is about bees)

Pollen is dispersed by bees. (is about pollen)



Links and transitions

Stress 

position

Topic 

position

Sentence 1

Start a sentence with old information or a link (e.g. “however”, 

“as a result” or “thus”)

Stress 

position

Topic 

position

Sentence 3

Stress 

position

Topic 

position

Sentence 2



Transitions: Sentences and paragraphs

• Sequence

again, and, besides, then, furthermore, in addition…

• Comparison and contrast

despite, by contrast, conversely, unlike, but…

• Examples

for example, to illustrate, in this way, specifically…

• Time

while, at present, by, throughout, during, usually…

• Cause and effect

therefore, thus, consequently, because, despite…



Next-generation sequencing technologies have a very high throughput, as a 

hundred million DNA fragments can be sequenced in parallel on the chip.

For example, the Illumina GA sequencing used in this study can provide up to 

4–8 Gb high-quality data per week. 

Therefore, the time needed to decipher a human genome (1–2 months using 

five next-generation sequencers), as well as the cost of sequencing (less 

than half a million US dollars), is substantially reduced. 

Creating sentence flow

Nature 456, 60–65 (2008) 

Repetition



Paragraphs

• Fundamental organizational unit

• One idea / theme per paragraph

• Adequate ordering and relationship between sentences 

creates coherence

• Use transitions between paragraphs

• Material placed at beginning or end gets more attention



To organize a paragraph coherently, you need to give it a beginning, a

middle and an end

Example

In mammals, endosomal and extracellular Toll-like receptors recognize mainly 

pathogen-associated molecular patterns found in microbes. Furthermore, a 

multitude of cytosolic receptors recognize host-derived signals known as 

‘damage-associated molecular patterns’. The cooperation between these

systems allows organisms to respond to a large number of infectious 

organisms and their effects on the host.

Paragraph coherence



• State the central idea of a paragraph in a topic sentence 

• This sentence can be anywhere in the paragraph but is usually placed 

at the beginning

Topic sentences

Example

PCR-based analyses of ancient human DNA are particularly susceptible

to contamination by modern DNA. Only control assays of known 

differences between the ancient target sequence and modern human

analog can reliably authenticate a novel sequence derived in this way.



• When the topic sentence is placed at or near the beginning:

• the succeeding sentences then explain or establish or develop the 

statement made in the topic sentence 

• the final sentence either emphasizes the thought of the topic 

sentence or states an important consequence

• Make sure you don’t digress in the final sentence

General rules for paragraph construction



In this study, we identified four patients with a deletion of 1q44 

who manifest the typical features of microcephaly and seizures.

Clinical and genetic findings are summarized in Table 

1 and Figure 5, respectively. All patients showed typical 

interstitial deletions of 1q44, in which AKT3 and ZNF238 are 

included. This study supports the findings reported by Smith et 

al., …

Main message

Substantiation

‘Top-down’ paragraphs

Topic sentence 



We performed quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) for egl-1 transcript 

and observed that while egl-1 is induced in wild-type worms upon 

ionizing radiation, its induction is undetectable in 

germlineless glp-1 worms (Figure 2). We conclude that C. 

elegans is unable to activate DNA damage response signalling in 

the adult soma despite the generation of DNA damage. 

Intro

Analysis

Conclusion

‘Bottom-up’ paragraphs

Topic sentence 



To identify the mechanism, we tested the role of the Insulin-like receptor 

(InR) in neuroblasts (Supplementary Fig. 2). Unexpectedly, a dominant-

negative InR inhibited neuroblast reactivation, whereas an activated form 

stimulated premature exit from quiescence (Fig. 1e). This indicates that at 

least one of the potential InR ligands, the seven ILPs, may be the neuroblast

reactivating signal(s). 

By testing various combinations of targeted Ilp null alleles and genomic Ilp

deficiencies, we found that neuroblast reactivation was delayed in larvae 

deficient for both Ilp2 and Ilp3 (Fig. 2a).

Repetition

Nature, Feb 2011, doi:10.1038/nature09867 (edited) 

Intra- and inter-paragraph flow

Main message



Writing in English 

• The most important aspects of a paper 

are the content, the structure and the 

clarity of expression

• A paper will not be rejected because of 

poor English grammar or spelling as long 

as the main idea is clear and compelling

• Many high-impact journals have 

professional copy editors who edit 

papers to improve the language usage



Common difficulties: Non-native speakers

• Using appropriate verb tenses

• Using technical language correctly

• Using suitable expressions: e.g. tentative versus declarative sentences in the 

discussion section 

• Attitudes towards salami slicing and copying work from an admired paper



Strategies for improvement

• Keep to hand a list of commonly used words and phrases from your 

field and the context they are typically used in (called concordancing)

• Keep three or four articles from your field that are well written and 

use the structure and language from these articles as a guide for 

writing up your research (but don’t copy chunks of text from them)

• Keep written records (e.g. lab books) in English 



Writing in English: Resources

• Read as many papers as possible, especially from 

the journals you intend to submit to

• Ask a native English speaker to read your paper to 

check the language before submission 

• Use online resources 

• Nature Education (Scitable) is free

• Use an English language editing service

• Use an English language and developmental 

editing service



• Try to create a compelling narrative throughout your text, and don’t 

just ‘dump’ your material on the reader

• Use topic and stress positions in sentences to hold your audience’s 

interest

• Use transitional devices to link together sentences and paragraphs 

and create flow in your writing

• Paragraphs must have a beginning, a middle and an end and can be 

‘top-down’ or ‘bottom-up’

• A paper will not be rejected because of poor English grammar or 

spelling as long as the main idea is clear and compelling

Summary



Any questions? 

Questions



The Anatomy of an Abstract and Writing 

Engaging Titles



Title and Abstract

• The first (and, hopefully, not the last) thing the reader sees of 

the paper

• Crucial on the Web – make sure it is database friendly

• Short and self-contained

• The ‘hook’ to entice journal editors and readers

Most readers will only read the

title and abstract!

neuro
ハイライト表示

neuro
ハイライト表示



• Informative

• Declarative

• Accurate

• Clear

• Concise

• Command attention

Titles



• Words to avoid: “On the”, “Study”, “Investigation” etc.

• Avoid acronyms unfamiliar to your intended audience

• Be careful with overly assertive titles 

(e.g. “[X] causes [Y]”)

• Include keywords (to get more hits in electronic searches)

Tips on titles



• Focus on the novelty in your work

• Include one key message only

• Be descriptive

• Make the title understandable on first reading

• Avoid creating complex compound nouns

More tips on titles



Instead of 

“The effect of insulin on liver cells in the absence of two key 

signalling components”

Improving titles



Instead of

“Expanding the public HapMap Phase I and II resource by performing 

genome-wide SNP genotyping and CNP detection, from an extended 

set from 11 populations”

Improving titles



Instead of

“The potential for managing non-CO2 greenhouse gas 

emissions to slow climate change”

Improving titles



Instead of

“Why does organic carbon persist in soil?”

Improving titles



Instead of

“A novel approach to radiation-absorbing systems using 

broadband super-singularity in the density of states of 

hyperbolic metamaterials”

Improving titles



Abstract: A mini version of the paper

The Nature ‘formula’

• Write one or two general statements to set stage/context

• State the general problem

• Tell us what you did: summarize main results and conclusions

• Explain what the results add to previous knowledge

• Clearly and briefly state the implications of your findings

neuro
ハイライト表示



Basic introduction to the field, comprehensible to a 

scientist in any discipline

Detailed background, comprehensible to a scientist in 

a related discipline

One sentence stating the general problem studied in 

the paper

One sentence summarizing the main result

Two or three sentences explaining how the main 

results add to previous knowledge

One or two sentences to put the results into a more 

general context

(Optional) Two or three sentences to provide a 

broader perspective, readily comprehensible to a 

scientist in any discipline

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION Copyright 2011 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. All rights reserved.



Abstract: A mini version of the paper

In the abstract, don’t:

• include too much detail about the methods (unless it’s a 

methods paper)

• use obscure abbreviations, acronyms and references to 

literature and figures



Bad abstracts

“To investigate the effects of anti-obesity drugs A and B, 

development was tracked for 20 days in adult BALB/c 

mice 18 weeks old, treated via introduction in the 

drinking water of Compound A at a concentration of 5 

mg ml−1 for 7 days. Within 147 hours, they showed signs 

of appetite loss, with a 10.3% decrease in food 

ingestion, and their body mass decreased by 7.6%.”

This abstract is too specific



Adipose phospholipase A2 (AdPLA or Group XVI PLA2) plays an important role 

in the onset of obesity by suppressing adipose tissue lipolysis. As a consequence, AdPLA-

deficient mice are resistant to obesity induced by a high fat diet or leptin deficiency. It has 

been proposed that AdPLA mediates its antilipolytic effects by catalyzing the release of 

arachidonic acid. […] To better understand the enzymatic mechanism of AdPLA and LRAT-

related proteins, we solved the crystal structure of AdPLA. Our model indicates that 

AdPLA bears structural similarity to proteins from the NlpC/P60 family of cysteine

proteases, having its secondary structure elements configured in a circular permutation of 

the classic papain fold. Using both structural and biochemical evidence, we demonstrate 

that the enzymatic activity of AdPLA is mediated by a distinctive Cys-His-His catalytic triad 

and that the C-terminal transmembrane domain of AdPLA is required for the interfacial 

catalysis. Analysis of the enzymatic activity of AdPLA toward synthetic and natural 

substrates indicates that AdPLA displays PLA1 in addition to PLA2 activity. Thus, our 

results provide insight into the enzymatic mechanism and biochemical properties of 

AdPLA and LRAT-related proteins and lead us to propose an alternate mechanism for 

AdPLA in promoting adipose tissue lipolysis that is not contingent on the release of 

arachidonic acid and that is compatible with its combined PLA1/A2 activity.

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION Copyright 2011 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. All rights reserved.

Setting the stage

The implications

The main result

The analysis

Abstract: A mini version of the paper

JBC October 12, 2012; 287 (42) 



• Optimizing your paper for online search and indexing services raises the 

visibility of your article — and will ultimately help it get cited

• Some journals require a list of keywords

Where do you start? 

• Carefully choose the title — this contains key words too

• The content (abstract) should contain your keywords 

• Use words that are not too specific, not too general

• Search engines suggest including three to four mentions of your keyword 

per 200-word abstract, but be careful not to overuse each keyword

Choosing keywords



Summary

• Titles should be informative, declarative and clear

• Focus on the novelty in your work

• Avoid redundant words such as “An Observation of…” or 

“A Study into…”

• Structure your abstract

• Don’t include too much methodological detail



Any questions? 

Questions



Writing an Enticing Introduction



Elements of a paper: Introduction

The importance of the introduction cannot be overstated —

it is one of the more frequently read parts of a paper

Makes clear what you 

have studied and why

Sets the stage for 

your work

Provides a brief 

preview of the key 

findings (optional)



• Give credit where credit is due

• Cite papers correctly

• Be selective, not exhaustive, with cited work

• Engage your reader: 

answer “What did you do?” and “Why should I care?”

• Move from general to specific

• Be brief and concise: it’s an introduction, not a thesis

Paper elements: Introduction



• Place the work into context

• Introduce the reader to the pertinent literature

• Establish the need for the current study

• State the task and objectives to be achieved

• Very briefly describe the methodology and the rationale 

for using it (optional) 

• Very briefly describe the principal findings and conclusions 

(optional) 

Preview

Paper elements: Introduction



Context

Need

Principal findings and conclusions

Adapted from Nature Materials 10, 676

Paper Elements: Introduction



• Introduction – use present simple to state facts and describe current 

thinking, past conditional, past perfect and past simple for describing 

others’ research

“Skeletal muscle represents approximately 40% of the body weight in lean 

men and women and, therefore, constitutes the largest organ in 

nonobese humans.”

Present simple used here to state facts

“In 2003, Pedersen et al. suggested that cytokines or other peptides that are 

produced, expressed and released by muscle fibres and exert endocrine 

effects should be classified as myokines14”

Past simple used to bring in what has been done before

Verb tenses



Summary

• The introduction allows you to place the research 

in context

• Move from general to specific



Writing up Methods



Methods

Methods

Provides 

enough detail 

for 

replication

Justifies the 

use of a 

particular 

method

Gives a 

reproducible 

account of 

your approach

If the method 

is novel, 

provide all 

details

If the method 

has been 

published, 

cite the study

Details the 

statistical 

methods



• Make sure the methods do not overwhelm the space between 

the Introduction and the Discussion. Readers could lose interest

• If the journal has a separate online methods section, 

supplementary information or appendix at the end of the paper, 

put as much information there as possible, and present 

pertinent information in the main text

Methods: Tips



• Nature has a printed methods 

summary (if < 200 words), an 

online only methods section

(for specialists) and 

supplementary information

• The print and online sections 

contain all the relevant 

details for others to repeat 

experiments

Methods in Nature

Tip:

• Give your methods 

section to a colleague, 

and ask if they think 

they have sufficient 

information to repeat 

your work



The entire ‘Methods’ part in 

the main text of this 

experimental work



The same thing 

occurs here: the 

entire methods 

section in the 

main text of this 

experimental work 

with a link to 

Supplementary 

Information



The actual ‘Methods’
section at the end can 
be quite long (and 
even more can often 
be found online)



Methods in Nature: Supplementary Information



Nature 467, 1061–1073

A place for all 

the exhaustive 

details



• Methods – use past simple to describe what you did, 

present simple to describe background information

“Samples for air gas analysis were collected using the method described 

by Brown (1999), which uses a pneumatic air sampling pump”

Past simple used to show your own work, present simple describes a 

standard procedure.

Verb tenses



Science

Online only methods, supplementary information

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, PNAS

Materials and methods section at end of print and online article, 

supplementary information

Cell

Experimental procedures section at end of print article, online-only 

methods, supplementary information

Methods in other journals



Summary

• The aim of the methods section is to give a reproducible 

account of your approach

• Provide enough detail for replication

• If the journal has a separate methods section at the end 

of the paper, put as much information there as possible 

and present pertinent information in the main text



• What section of the paper do you start writing 

first?

Abstract / Introduction / Methods / Results / Discussion

• Do you find structuring a paper easy or difficult?

Yes / No

• What part of the writing process do you find most 

difficult?

Language / Structure  / Knowing what to include / All 

of it

Group discussion – hands up!

Lunch break until 

1.30pm



Presenting and Discussing the Results and 

Concluding the Paper



Patterns in 

the data?

Relationship 

between theory 

and 

observations?

Agreement or 

disagreement 

with 

predictions?

Results

Results

Interpretations

Observations 

Mention figures 

and graphs

Identify 

features

Describe data



• The results section is where you present the core of the work

• The purpose of this section is to describe your results and briefly explain their 

meaning to others

• Deeper evaluation and implications of the results should be saved for the 

discussion and conclusion sections

• You should not just dump your data onto the reader

• Depending on the discipline and journal, the results section can be combined 

with the discussion or can be called Data or Data Analysis

Results



• Think about the ‘story line’ — create a narrative

• The results should be presented in a pedagogical way, not in the

order in which experiments were conducted

• The discussion of results should present results as they are — don’t 

say something has been proven unless it really has

• Structure paragraphs in a top-down manner — main message in the 

first sentence

• Number figures in the order cited in the text

Presenting your results



The crystal structures showed that the GBR2 ectodomain differs from 

known mGluR structures in three aspects (Fig. 2). First, the structure of 

GBR2VFT features three disulfide bonds. None of these are conserved in 

mGluRs. Second, mGluRs have a cysteine-rich region between the VFT 

and transmembrane domains that is replaced by a 15- to 17-residue 

peptide linker in GBR2. Third, the structure of GBR2VFT has several 

insertions and deletions when compared with mGluR structures; many 

of these variations have no known biological implication. The most 

notable difference is the omission of a loop between helix B and strand 

c of GBR2VFT that, in mGluRs, is responsible for the formation of an 

intermolecular disulfide bond involved in dimerization. Consistent with 

this observation and previous work18, GABAB receptor is a 

noncovalently linked dimer, unlike mGluRs. 

Presenting your results: An example

Overview of the result

The result

The significance of the result



Result overview

It is apparent that in all / most / the majority of cases…

It is evident from these results that…

In this section, we evaluate / compare / present…

When referring to data

As detailed in / from Fig. 1...

X can be identified / is evident from Table 2.

In Fig. 9, we compare / present…

We observe / conclude / deduce from Fig. 8a that…

Data in Fig. 10 indicate / illustrate / reveal / show…

…small volume changes are reported in Fig. 6d

Common vocabulary and phrases

Reference: Science Research Writing, by Hilary Glasman-Deal, Imperial College Press



• Results – as a general explanation, use present simple or 

past simple

“We found that X occurs, which indicates that x causes y”

Present simple used to express permanent truths and facts

“We found that X occurred, which indicated that x caused 

y”

Use past simple if you are less confident

Verb tenses



• The results section should present only the data crucial for 

your arguments

• Results of peripheral importance might be better placed in 

the supplementary information

• Supplementary material can be in several formats: 

documents, images, movies, audio files, databases

Supplementary information



• Experiments that further support your 

conclusions but are not key to the 

argument

• Expanded experimental methods

• Extended deductions of mathematical 

formulae

• Crystallographic and other raw data

• 3D rendering of molecules

• Anything unsuitable for printing

Examples of supplementary information

Nature 479, 61–66 (2011)



Many possibilities



• Include clearly labelled error bars on all graphs

• Define sample size, n, at the start of the study and for each analysis thereafter

• Give a sample size calculation/justification 

• State the unit of analysis for all comparisons

• Give the alpha level and actual P values for primary analyses

• Clearly state all statistical methods applied, a justification and details  (e.g. one- or 

two-tailed tests)

• Describe a clearly labelled measure of centre (e.g. median or mean)

• Include in your submission/resubmission letter to the editor that you have done all 

this

Statistics checklist



Statistics checklist

More information on checking your statistics

www.nature.com/nature/authors/gta/#a5.6



• Evaluate the data and discuss their implications

• Focus on the key findings

• Justify any assumptions you make (not already discussed in full in 

the methods/results sections)

• The narrative should refer back to the introduction

• Consider and discuss alternative explanations

• Mention any limitations to the work

Discussion



How does your work fit in with 

previous work?

• Agreement with other studies

• Contradictions/surprises — why?

• What do contradictions / surprises tell us?

• What does your paper add?

Discussing the implications

Tip

Ask junior researchers 

in your group whether 

they can follow the 

discussion in your 

paper



• Modal verbs are important in the discussion section

• The most commonly used modal verbs in science writing are may, might, 

could, can, should, ought to, need to, have to, must

Example

The drop in volume was due to a loss of fluid.  

No modal verb here: this is a declarative statement — states the definite reason

The drop in volume may have been due to a loss of fluid.

Modal verb: this is a tentative statement — suggests a possible reason

Modal verbs in the discussion

Reference: Science Research Writing, by Hilary Glasman-Deal, Imperial College Press



• Referring to a large number of studies for the first time 

• Bringing in a lot of new data not mentioned in the 

results

• Simply restating the results 

• Not placing the results in the context of existing 

knowledge 

Common pitfalls in the discussion



The selective transcription of functionally related subsets of genes in 

response to inflammatory stimuli is important for achieving 

appropriate immune responses11. Here we have shown that the 

Notch–RBP-J pathway selectively regulated a subset of TLR4 inducible, 

classic M1 macrophage–associated genes, […]. Our findings have 

provided a functional connection between Notch–RBP-J signalling and 

the IRF family of transcription factors and have identified a mechanism 

by which RBP-J and TLR4 signalling are integrated to induce the 

translation of a key transcription factor […] Although IRAK2 is an 

integral component of the TLR signalling cascade […], little is known 

about how the synthesis or degradation of IRAK2 protein is regulated. 

The exact mechanisms […] remain to be determined.

Our results indicate that IRF8 represents such a factor, however, we 

were unable to rule out the possibility that RBP-J regulated the 

expression of TLR-inducible genes by additional mechanisms. […] 

Overall, our findings have highlighted the selective regulation of TLR-

inducible gene expression by Notch signalling that modulates 

inflammatory macrophage phenotype. 

An example

Greater context

Summarizing key result

Detailing key result and suggesting the 

exact signalling mechanism

Summary

Remaining gap in current knowledge 

(from introduction)/future work

Limitations

Nature Immunology 13, 642–650 (2012)



• Many readers read only the abstract and the conclusion

• This is your last chance to convince the reader of the 

importance of your work

• The art of the conclusion is to be concise yet compelling

• The conclusion does not need its own section

Importance of conclusions



• Consider including your own perspective 

• Do not be afraid to write a short conclusion — less is more

• Assume readers have either read the paper or know from the 

title/abstract what it’s about

• only if necessary, add a brief summary of the key finding. 

Not more than one or two sentences.

• Without hype or undue speculation, discuss the impact of your results 

and what this adds to the body of knowledge

• What could these results lead to?

Tips for summarizing



• Writing redundant information, often from only one or two 

paragraphs above

• Not telling the reader anything about the “why bother?”

• Leaving readers guessing why these results are important

Common pitfalls in the conclusions



Direct impact

Long-term impact

Nature 478, 57–63 (2011)

Good conclusions: Examples



Wider scope

Long-term impact

Good conclusions: Examples



Context

How this study fits in 

Wider perspective

Significance of study 

Nature Genetics 44, 552–561 (2012)

Good Conclusions: Examples



Scientific Reports 2, Article number: 317

Examples that could be improved

AJPP, 15 April, 2012; 6(14), pp. 1056 - 1063 



• In the discussion, you should evaluate the data and discuss the 

implication

• Structure paragraphs top-down — main message in the first sentence

• Use the supplementary information section freely

• Focus on the key findings and refer back to the introduction

• Don’t bring in a lot of new information

• When concluding, make sure you discuss the impact of your work

Summary



Any questions? 

Questions



Authorship



A question of responsibility

As an author you bear responsibility, at least in part, for the 

content of a paper. This is not to be taken lightly. Serious 

debates about authorship often arise if something goes 

wrong (e.g. fraud) or really well (e.g. awards)



Who should be an author?

Nature has no policy on authorship, but many institutions and 

academic societies such as the American Physical Society have 

recommendations:

“Authorship should be limited to those who have made a significant 

scientific contribution to the concept, design, execution, or 

interpretation of the research study.”

APS Council, November 2002

Equally, it is important that all authors read the paper before 

submission.



Determining authorship: ICMJE criteria

Authors should meet conditions 1, 2 and 3 to be credited

1. Substantial contributions to conception and design, or 

acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data

2. Drafting the article or revising it critically for important 

content 

3. Final approval of the version to be published

International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) criteria 

“Acquisition of funding, collection of data, or general supervision of the 

research group, alone, does not constitute authorship.” - ICMJE 



Honorary authors

• This practice is strongly discouraged 

• Authors who did not actually contribute to a study

• Often institute directors, deans or well-known scientists from a 

different institution (to ‘enhance’ an author list)

• Distorts the contributions of individual authors, reduces the credit 

to other authors



Changes to author lists

Note: Nature’s policy

“Any changes to the author list after submission, 

such as a change in the order of the authors, or 

the deletion or addition of authors, needs to be 

approved by a letter signed by every author.”



• The order of authors is entirely up to the authors

• Some groups do it alphabetically

• Most often, the first authors are the ones who did most of 

the work, with principal investigators at the end of the list

• Some journals allow annotations identifying one or two 

authors who did the majority of the work (this can be 

important for PhD thesis defences or for job applications)

Deciding on order



Science 334, 521 (2011)

Deciding on order



• Is solely responsible for communicating with the journal 

and managing communication between co-authors

• Coordinates communication between senior team 

members on multi-group collaborations

• Ensures that all authors are included in the author list, that 

its order has been agreed by all authors, and that all 

authors are aware that the paper was submitted

• Is the point of contact for queries from the journal about 

the published paper

• Is responsible for informing all co-authors of matters 

arising and ensuring such matters are dealt with promptly

The corresponding author



• Statement of responsibility in the manuscript that 

specifies the contribution of every author

• Mandatory at Nature since 2009

• Important to identify personal contributions to a study

• Addresses issue of author responsibility

Author contribution statements



S.H.C. designed and performed experiments, analysed data and 

wrote the paper; N.C., M.T. and J.M.G. designed and performed 

experiments; D.R. and M.B.G. developed analytical tools; and C.I.B. 

designed experiments, analysed data and wrote the paper.

Examples

All authors contributed extensively to the work presented in this 

paper.

T.J. and U.H.v.A. designed the study; T.J., E.A.M., M.I., S.M. and 

P.A.L. performed experiments; T.J., E.A.M., M.I. and S.M. collected 

and analysed data; M.B., K.F., N.C.D.P., D.M.S., N.v.R. and S.P.W. 

provided reagents and mice; T.J., E.A.M., M.I. and U.H.v.A. wrote 

the manuscript; S.M., K.F., S.E.H., T.M. and S.P.W. gave technical 

support and conceptual advice.



• The Acknowledgements section can be used to acknowledge scientific 

contributions from someone who does not qualify for authorship

• This could be outside reviewers of the manuscript draft or sources of 

funding

• Usual style requirements are more relaxed, but keep these simple and 

brief

Acknowledgements



• Authorship is reserved for those who have made an active scientific 

contribution to the manuscript

• The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) has 

criteria for authorship that can be used as a guide

Summary



�

Quiz

Professor Smith, the head of the lab, is publishing a paper on the structure of 

chitin. 

Professor Smith’s lab collaborated with a high profile lab group in Sweden that had 

already engineered and published the correct gene construct to express chitin in 

vitro, and who sent some of their materials to help Professor Smith’s team. 

Professor Smith’s post-doc, Mary, did the majority of the lab work, staying late 

and working long hours to get the necessary data. A final year PhD student, Jiang, 

and a technician, Oliver, both helped Mary do some of the technical work. 

Professor Smith did not write any of the paper, but reviewed and edited Mary’s 

drafts that she sent to him. He is writing the cover letter and submitting the paper 

to Nature. Mary wrote the bulk of the paper but for the Introduction she used 

paragraphs of text directly from Jiang’s unsubmitted, draft thesis. 

Who should be listed as an author? Professor Smith?Mary?Jiang?Oliver? �The high profile lab 

group in Sweden?



Any questions? 

Questions



Editing, Revising and Finalizing



“As a reviewer, I see a lot of papers that are sent in with the idea 

that they [the authors] will do the final editing after the reviews (or 

perhaps that the reviewers will provide what they [the authors] need 

to edit to final form).

My personal view is that when you submit a paper it should be in

final form and that you should be comfortable with the paper going 

directly to press as is.

It is a waste of time for all of us to review anything less.”

Jim Steenburgh, University of Utah

Eloquent Science, David M. Schultz, AMS 2009, p167

Editing your own work is essential



Editing your own work is essential

• Writing good text is not easy

• First drafts are useful to get down a rough idea

• Editing helps to refine and enhance your text

• The purpose of editing is not only to refine language but 

also to review the entire draft, from the presentation to 

the content and structure

� You will be surprised how bad first drafts can be…



Detailed checklist: Overall structure

� Is the overall structure appropriate? Double-check the order of 

sections and subsections

� Rethink the headings: are they missing or superfluous?

� Is the text coherent? How about the transitions between 

different sections? 

� Is the order of the figures and tables correct?

� Does the text flow smoothly between paragraphs? 



Detailed checklist: Paper content

Once you are satisfied with the structure of a paper, do a thorough 

review of the content

� Is the paper written clearly and understandably?

� Have you pitched it to the right audience?

� Does it get all the relevant points across?

� Is the text in the right section?

� Could you simplify the text without losing the meaning?

� Is all information accurate and complete?



� Is all figure content correct and not misleading?

� Are all concepts explained to a level of detail appropriate for the 

intended audience? Check for jargon

� Are all methods adequately explained? 

� Are all acronyms explained when first used and all technical terms 

clarified?

� Are all sources cited? Have quotes been marked up with quotation

marks?

Detailed checklist: Paper content



Some practical tips

• Ask others for comments

• Leave some time between writing and editing. Sleep on it, 

and take a fresh look the next day. You will be surprised!

• If English is not your first language, ask a native English 

speaker to read your paper

• Be brutal and uncompromising when editing yourself

• It is normal to rewrite entire sections from scratch

• Carry out this process more than once



Knowing when to stop

• When neither you nor your colleagues have further major 

improvements

• Even if you are not entirely happy, at some stage it is 

better to let go. Nothing is ever perfect

• Don’t forget that peer reviewers may have further good 

advice, BUT peer reviewers are not your personal copy 

editors. Prepare a thorough, good draft to the best of your 

abilities

• Some journals have professional copy editors in-house



• The manuscript you submit should be in its final form

• Go through the manuscript checklist (in your handout folders)

• Ask others for comments

Summary



Any questions? 

Questions



Choosing and Submitting to a 

Suitable Journal



Factors to take into account

1. Audience

2. Scope

3. Publication frequency

4. Quality of other papers published

5. Publication form (print/online)

6. Open access/subscription based

7. Technical-peer-review-only journals

Where should I publish my work?



• The audience is probably the most important aspect when 

deciding where to submit

• A paper will find recognition only if it reaches the right 

audience

• Some studies are better for a highly specific audience; others 

are more suited to a broad readership

• Does the intended journal typically cover your field of 

research?

1. Audience



• Some journals are dedicated to specific issues only

• Others publish specialized studies but across a larger range of 

research fields

• Some journals are broad in scope yet selective

2. Scope



• For urgent results, choose a journal that publishes frequently 

and has a fast turnaround time

• Many journals publish papers online ahead of a full issue, 

typically on a weekly basis

• Look at average times between submission and acceptance 

dates of a journal’s published papers to get an indication of 

average turnaround times

3. Publication frequency



• Beyond the scope and the selection criteria of a journal, it is 

impossible to assign an objective number to a journal's impact 

• The ‘impact factor’ is an attempt at a rough estimate of quality

• Impact factors are gathered and sold by Thomson Reuters 

(formerly The Institute for Scientific Information, ISI)

• Impact factors are a very short-term metric

• There are other citation metrics available

4. Quality of other papers published



Impact factors are a very short-term metric

4. Quality of other papers published

A = the number of times articles published in 2009 and 2010 

were cited during 2011

B = the total number of ‘citable items’ published by that 

journal in 2009 and 2010 

2011 impact factor = A / B



13432.84139242NATURE MATERIALS15

6933.28722613NATURE REVIEWS IMMUNOLOGY14

4134.31718684ANNUAL REVIEW OF BIOCHEMISTRY13

19635.53276456NATURE GENETICS12

84136.28526505NATURE11

9374400ADVANCES IN PHYSICS10

6837.54528602NATURE REVIEWS CANCER9

7138.07520384NATURE REVIEWS GENETICS8

27638.278158906THE LANCET7

6639.12329222NATURE REVIEWS MOLECULAR CELL BIOLOGY6

19640.197103702CHEMICAL REVIEWS5

3843.93331368REVIEWS OF MODERN PHYSICS4

2352.76115990ANNUAL REVIEW OF IMMUNOLOGY3

34953.298232068NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE2

19101.7810976CA: A CANCER JOURNAL FOR CLINICIANS 1

ArticlesImpact FactorTotal CitesJournal TitleRank

4. Impact factors 2011



• Depend heavily on the size of the field

• Do not reflect individual articles

• Include self-citations (journal and author)

• Review articles skew impact factors

• Linked to publication time of journal (two-year time frame)

• Publishing in high-impact journal does not guarantee high citations

• Citations to retracted articles are still counted in the impact-factor 

calculation

4. Note of caution on impact factors



• Print-only was the norm until recently

• Vast majority of reputable international journals now publish online as 

well 

• Increasing number of online-only journals: conversions from print, as 

well as ‘born digital’

• NPG publishes an increasing number of online-only journals, including

Nature Communications

• Bottom line: for authors print-only probably not ideal; no substantive 

difference for authors between print + online and online-only. However,  

do carefully consider the quality of the online presentation of your paper 

at potential journals

5. Publication form: Print/online



Open access

• Open-access journals: author (or funder) pays fee to make article 

available to be read free online

• Hundreds of open-access journals today and rapidly increasing

• Nature Communications, NPG’s first open-access journal (hybrid) 

http://www.nature.com/ncomms/index.html

• The ‘green’ route to open access: online repositories of published papers 

or of preprints

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov and http://arxiv.org/

6. Open-access/subscription model



7. Technical-peer-review-only  journals

• New range of journals that publish everything that is technically 

correct, without regard for impact

• Open access, online only

• Large number of papers 

• Will these replace expensive, highly specialized journals?



Other considerations

• Who owns the journal? (e.g. an academic society you feel 

strongly about)

• Copy-editing, other production services

• Services offered beyond print

— Online search tools

— Online commenting

— Digital meta-information: e.g. linking chemical formulae 

or crystal structures with databases

• Your likelihood of acceptance!



• Most journals have online submission procedures

• Include a cover letter indicating that it is a new publication and results 

are not being considered elsewhere

• No manuscript should be submitted simultaneously to more than one 

journal 

Submission procedure



• Referee suggestions (inclusions but especially also exclusions)

• Biographies of all authors

• Statement of contributions by all authors

• Evidence of ethical approval/statements that the experiments 

carried out comply with animal care and human subject laws

• Statement on conflict of interest

• Statement that manuscript is not simultaneously being 

considered at another journal

Things you may be asked to include



• Paper in original format: common word-processing software 

• Check whether a journal requires certain templates 

(e.g. Science)

• Figures in TIFF (.tif), high-resolution PDF (.pdf), encapsulated 

PostScript (.eps) or vector graphics format 

• Supplementary material such as videos in a format accepted by 

the journal

• If possible, make sure all files are correctly uploaded

The right digital format



• Follow the journal's guidelines 

• Manuscripts should be double-

spaced and have page and line 

numbers

• Start each section on a new page

• Put each table on a separate page

Formatting



Pre-submission enquiries at Nature

• At Nature, submit an abstract with covering paragraph; we will 

tell you within 2 - 3 days whether you should submit the whole 

paper 

• We receive approximately 120 per month  

• About one-third of the time, we ask for the whole paper



The basics: 

• Letter format

• Title of the research paper

• Intended submission type (article, report, 
letter, review etc.) 

The background:

• Very brief background on the research field 
(what are the open questions, and why are 
they important?)

• A brief about the paper’s objectives and 
findings

• Why is the study relevant?

The contact details:

• Referee suggestions and exclusions

• Details about the authors and their 
affiliations

• Contact information for the corresponding 
author

Cover letter: things to include

Dear Editor, 

Please find enclosed our manuscript, 

[manuscript title] by [first author's name] et al., 

which we would like to submit for publication as 

a [publication type] in [name of the journal].

To our knowledge, this is the first report 

showing...

We believe our findings would appeal to the 

readership of [journal name]...

Possible referees we would suggest...

Please address all correspondence to:

We look forward to hearing from you at your 

earliest convenience...

http://www.springer.com/authors/journal+authors/journal+authors+academy



Example cover letter: Physics

Submission details

Background/context

Objectives/findings

Relevance



Example cover letter - Physics

Referees

Statements

Corresponding author

contact details



Cover letter: A bad example



All cover letters should contain these statements:

• “We confirm that this manuscript has not been published 

elsewhere and is not under consideration by another journal”.

• “All authors have approved the manuscript and agree with its 

submission to [name of journal].”

• “The authors have no conflict of interest to declare” or “The 

authors have a conflict of interest to declare”…

Cover letter: things to include



Conflicts of interest

• Funding: research support (including salaries, equipment, supplies, 

reimbursement for attending symposia and other expenses) by organizations 

that may gain or lose financially through the publication

• Employment: recent (while engaged in the research project), present or 

anticipated employment by any organization that may gain or lose financially 

through the publication

• Personal financial interests: stocks or shares in companies that may gain or 

lose financially through publication; consultation fees or other forms of 

remuneration from organizations that may gain or lose financially; patents or 

patent applications whose value may be affected by publication.

http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/competing.html



Declaring conflicts of interest

In print

Online



Data deposition

“Thou shalt share your data”

Nature Methods 5, 209 (2008)

• Reviewers need to see the raw data

• Nature recommends depositing supporting data such as genome sequences, 

microarray data or protein structures into a community-endorsed public 

repository, and then citing the accession number in the manuscript

• The sheer volume of data can often exceed the supplementary information 

section limit

• The Nature Methods blog has good links to various recommended databases 

for depositing all types of data

http://blogs.nature.com/nmeth/methagora/



Summary

• Ensure you have a great final draft

• Follow the journal’s instructions to authors

• Don’t skimp on the cover letter



• Ensure you have a great final draft

• Don’t skimp on the cover letter

• When deciding which journal to submit to, the audience

may be the most important factor to take into account

• It is also valuable to look at the scope, the publication 

frequency, the quality of other papers published and the 

publication form (print/online) of the journal you have in 

mind

• Also keep in mind your likelihood of acceptance at that 

journal

• Use impact factors with caution

Summary



Group discussion

Coffee break until 4pm



The Editorial Process and Peer Review: 

How it Works



The process

Rejection

Author

Editor

Referees

Editor

Rejection



Different philosophies

• Professional versus academic editors

• Independent editors versus academic board

• Strong or weak initial editorial screening



Initial editorial questions at top-tier journals

• Where does the paper fit into the field?

• Is it original?

• Does it represent a significant leap forward?

• What are the broader implications of this work?

• Is it of interest to the journal audience?

Note: for high-impact journals, it is impact and not impact 

factor that counts

The editorial process



Typical checks at Nature journals

• We read the whole paper!

• Novelty of arguments made

• Supporting data in favour of claims

• Cited references: completeness, important omissions

• Prior related studies by the authors and others



Online Manuscript Tracking System

• Papers allocated to all editorial offices as they arrive

• All files online — efficient decision making

• Speeds up every step of the process





Nature: Some numbers

• 1 week: typical time for the initial editorial assessment

• 5 - 10%: proportion of papers accepted by leading journals

• 2 - 4: typical number of peer reviewers per paper

• 4 - 5 weeks: average turnaround time during review 

process



• A clear presentation of an interesting question

• An introduction that creates interest — why should the reader 

care?

• Strong, well-controlled data

• Rules out some alternative explanations

• Speculation that doesn’t ‘stretch’ the data

• A discussion that puts the paper in perspective

A strong contender for review at Nature



Fundamentals of peer review

• Peer review is expert advice

• Typically ‘blind’ peer review: the reviewers know the authors’

names, but the authors do not know the identity of the 

reviewers

• Reviewers should be independent and not have any positive or 

negative bias towards authors (they need to declare any such 

interests to the editor)



Why peer review?

• An editor cannot know all the details — this is the reason why 

peer review has been almost universally used since the mid-20th

century

• More opinion lessens the danger of bias from the 

editor/referees

• A first check for technical correctness

• It helps to screen papers for possible relevance



Peer review is a modern tool

Dear Sir,

We (Mr. Rosen and I) had sent you our manuscript for 

publication and had not authorized you to show it to 

specialists before it is printed. I see no reason to 

address the — in any case erroneous — comments of 

your anonymous expert. On the basis of this incident 

I prefer to publish the paper elsewhere.

Respectfully,

Albert Einstein

http://scitation.aip.org/journals/doc/PHTOAD-ft/vol_58/iss_9/43_1.shtml/



Exceptions at Nature:

Watson and Crick's 1953 Nature paper on the 

structure of DNA apparently was not sent for 

peer review

John Maddox, Nature's former editor:

“The Watson and Crick paper was not peer-

reviewed by Nature...the paper could not have 

been refereed: its correctness is self-evident. 

No referee working in the field...could have 

kept his mouth shut once he saw the structure."



The choice of referees at Nature

• Experience in the field

• Broad overview of current trends and important issues

• Efficient (we ask for a 1- or 2-week turnaround)

• History of thorough and to-the-point reports that are fair-

minded and constructive

• No conflict of interest



Drawbacks of peer review

• We are all prone to mistakes

• Inaccurate — small set of opinions

• Never 100% objective 

• Can be slow

• Implicit trust in authors — cannot catch fraud

• Not a perfect metric — can be inconsistent



• Peer review guarantees an equal level of standard

• Peer review guarantees technical correctness

NO!

Common misconceptions

BUT: Peer review does add value

74% of scientists agreed that their paper had been improved by the 

process 

20% felt neutral

Only 6% disagreed 

Source: Nature's trial of open peer review. Sarah Greaves, Joanna Scott, Maxine Clarke, Linda Miller, Timo 

Hannay, Annette Thomas, Philip Campbell. doi:10.1038/nature05535

NO!



• Example of a 

referee 

report from 

Nature 

• What the 

author 

sees…

Referee reports



• Another example of a referee report from Nature 

• What the editor sees…

Referee reports



Summary

• Different types of editorial boards and editorial 

screening at different journals

• At top-tier journals, the editors are generally looking for:

— novelty of arguments

— solid supporting data

— cited references

— originality

— interest to the scientific community

• Peer review is a first check for technical correctness

• It also helps to screen papers for possible relevance



Any questions? 

Questions



Journal Decisions: Acceptance, Rejection 

or Revision



Decisions after refereeing

• Three basic categories of decision: REVISE, REJECT and ACCEPT

• Referees provide advice to editors on perceived impact and 

importance of a paper, as well as on technical correctness

• Editors make decisions based on arguments and don’t count 

votes

• Most papers experience two rounds before publication

• Most journals can be patient and wait for additional 

experiments to be completed



REVISE: Dealing with referee reports

• If invited to resubmit, only do so when you are able to 

comprehensively address all comments

• If further experiments are requested, don’t try to argue 

your way around this (there are exceptions)

• Stay professional. Insults, arrogance and bullying are 

counterproductive

• Referees are only human and can make mistakes. Don’t 

forget that these are colleagues in your field, and you will 

have to deal with them again

• The editor is who you need to pay attention to



REVISE: Example rebuttal after peer review

Submission details 

and background

What has been 

changed

Objectives/findings

29th July 2012

Dear Editor.

We thank you for your consideration of our manuscript entitled 

‘The role of Exo34 in the bovine pathological responses to bacterial 

invasion’ in Nature. We are truly grateful for the constructive feedback 

provided, particularly from reviewer 4.

We agree with the criticisms put forward and indeed anticipated some of these 

after submission. We were particularly amenable to the idea of additional gene 

expression experiments using Exo35 and comparative analysis of this with the

expression profile of Exo34.

As a result of the reviewers comments, we have carried out additional work 

and we are confident that our revised article will now meet the expectations 

of the reviewers as it includes the additional experiments and analysis suggested 

which support the arguments in the main text. We have also revised the text as 

suggested by the review team.

We have addressed the five main comments from the reviewers, which are 

listed below with our responses. After reviewing the comments below, we would 

like to request that you consider a revised draft of our paper.

1) Referee 1, 2, 3, Major Comment: No overexpression data of Exo35

Our response: this work now completed…

2) Referee 1, 2, 3, Major Comment: No comparative data with related gene Exo35

Our response: This data will be replaced by Exo35

…



• Severe technical problems

• Over-interpretation: data don’t support conclusions 

• Lacking mechanistic insight, or a catalogue of data without 

new insight

• Raises many interesting possibilities, but doesn’t distinguish 

between them

• Lacking significant novelty 

• Novel, but not a large enough step in the field

• Only of interest to specialists in a subfield

• No broad conclusions

REJECT: Reasons for rejection



• You can appeal

• Take comfort from past rejection of great scientists.

• There are other journals

• You are bound to resent negative referees — editors try to 

ensure that criticism is constructive

Never give up!

REJECT: Dealing with rejection



REJECT: Appeals

• Consider your case realistically

• At many journals the paper is seen again by the handling 

editor

• Other journals have an escalation process in which more-

senior editors handle appeals

• In most cases, appeals are not given the highest priority



• Determine the reason for initial rejection 

• Present new data to strengthen your claims or to expand 

the scope of the paper

• Point out possible factual errors in the decision process 

and argue scientifically

• Detail the specific contribution of the work to the field as 

well as its possible immediate impact

• Address all major criticisms in the appeal and not just 

those you think are critical

REJECT: How to appeal



REJECT: How not to appeal

• Statements about your reputation and the number of 

papers published

• ‘Celebrity’ endorsements

• Unfair and unspecific attacks on referees and editors

• General statements irrelevant to the reasons behind the 

rejection

• Overselling your results

• Cosmetic rewriting of the paper



ACCEPT: Embargo policy

• Why do journals have strict embargo policies?

— By enabling many news organizations to break your story at the same 

time, it will make a bigger splash

— Science stories do (and should) take longer to write than conventional 

news

— No respected news organization wants to run a story that their 

competitor broke a week ago

• Any journalists you talk to about your work before publication must agree to 

honour the embargo

• This does not preclude you from discussing your work with other scientists, 

giving conference presentations or using preprint servers such as arXiv



ACCEPT: Aiming for the cover

• Being on the cover of a journal brings additional visibility

• Often, ‘getting a cover’ is seen as a confirmation of the 

quality of a study. This, however, may not always be 

the case! Often, it is a consideration based on overall 

balance and art design

• Tips to get on the cover

— Take a look at the cover style of the journal

— Submit several design options based on that style

— Submit early, upon acceptance



Dealing with criticism after publication

• When a paper receives criticism, this will most likely be passed to the 

corresponding author for a response

• Take this criticism seriously and respond comprehensively

• Don’t repeat obvious arguments from the paper, but respond with 

specific replies and, possibly, further experimental data

• Stay professional in your response

• Be open and forthcoming — as is the case when confronted directly, 

e.g. at conferences. Science is an ongoing debate, and criticism is part 

of the process

• Be constructive



Summary

• Three basic categories of decision: REVISE, REJECT and ACCEPT

• If advised to revise and invited to resubmit, only do so when 

you are able to comprehensively address all comments

• If rejected, determine the reason for the initial rejection, and

don’t lose heart 

• You can appeal a rejection if you think it is unfair



Any questions? 

Questions



Plagiarism and Other Ethical Issues



“Plagiarism is the use of others’ published and unpublished ideas or words 

(or other intellectual property) without attribution or permission, and  

presenting them as new and original rather than derived from an existing 

source. 

The intent and effect of plagiarism is to mislead the reader as to the 

contributions of the plagiarizer. This applies whether the ideas or words are 

taken from abstracts, research grant applications, Institutional Review 

Board applications, unpublished or published manuscripts in any publication 

format (print or electronic).”

Publication Ethics Policies for Medical Journals, World Association of Medical Editors

Plagiarism



• Copying text, but providing new data

• Duplicate figures in two separate publications

• Republication of papers already published (in non-English journals); the 

original publication must always be cited

Remember

• Give credit where credit is due — citations must acknowledge the 

intellectual contribution of earlier work

• If in doubt, err on the side of too many rather than too few citations

Examples of plagiarism



“Duplicate publication, sometimes called self-plagiarism, occurs when an 

author reuses substantial parts of his or her own published work without 

providing the appropriate references. This can range from getting an 

identical paper published in multiple journals, to ‘salami-slicing’, where 

authors add small amounts of new data to a previous paper.”

From Nature journal editorial policies

Self-plagiarism



“Plagiarists are either fools or desperate people”

John Maddox, Nature 286, 831–832 (1980)

Plagiarism



Country of origin of publications retracted for plagiarism (B) or duplicate 

publication (C):

Fang F C et al. PNAS 2012;109:17028-17033

Statistics on plagiarism and duplicate 
publication



Copied text can readily be detected...

• CrossCheck, powered by iThenticate

• DOC Cop (doccop.com)

• eTBLAST (biomedical literature only)

…and editors will immediately reject papers in which plagiarism 

is found

Tools for detecting plagiarism



Other ethical issues in science publishing

• Inappropriate citations 

• Fabrication and falsification (fraud)

• Image or data manipulation (fraud)

• Authorship issues

• Confidentiality

• Conflicts of interest



• Omission: overlooking citations

• Citation bias: not citing papers contradicting your claims

• Amplification or misrepresentation: citing a paper wrongfully, to 

support a claim it doesn’t

• Cut and paste: copying references from other papers without 

reading them which creates citation misprints 

Editorial: Accurately reporting research, Nature Cell Biology 11, 1045 (2009). 

Inappropriate citations



Citation misrepresentation

Conversion of hypothesis to fact through citation alone

BMJ 339, 2680 (2009)



Adding and removing 

features to fit expected 

behaviour

What’s in a picture? The temptation of 
image manipulation. J. Cell Biol. 166,
11 (2004)

Image and data manipulation



Artificially highlighting elements of interest

What’s in a picture? The temptation of image manipulation.
J. Cell Biol. 166, 11 (2004)

Image and data manipulation



What’s in a picture? The temptation of image manipulation.
J. Cell Biol. 166, 11 (2004)

Misrepresenting image data by 

combining images taken at different time 

or of different samples

Image and data manipulation



• Report image acquisition tools and image-processing software used

• Clearly demarcate borders if combining several images

• Processing (such as changing contrast and brightness) is appropriate 

only if it is applied equally across the entire image and if data are not 

obscured

• Do not create or eliminate data within an image

• Always retain unprocessed data and metadata files  

General guidelines

Many top-ranked journals now check integrity of images in accepted papers



Fabrication and falsification

The Schön affair 

• 24 allegations of scientific misconduct

• a) substitution of data, b) unrealistic precision of data, c) results 

that contradict known physics

• 16 proven to be true, 2 unrelated to specific publications, 

6 “…were troubling but did not provide compelling evidence of 

scientific misconduct”

• 1 November 2002, 8 papers retracted from Science

• 6 March 2003, 7 papers retracted from Nature

Report of the investigation committee on the possibility of scientific misconduct in the work of Henrik Schön and coauthors, M. Beasley, 
H. Kroemer, H. Kogelnik, D. Monroe & S. Datta - external report commissioned by Bell Lab’s management (2002).



“Perylene: A promising organic 

field-effect transistor material,”

J. H. Schön et al. Appl. Phys. 

Lett. 77, 3776 (2000). 

“Ambipolar organic devices for 

complementary logic,” J. H. 

Schön et al. Synthetic Metals 

122, 195 (2001). 

Report of the investigation committee on the possibility of scientific misconduct in the work of Henrik Schön and coauthors, M. Beasley, 
H. Kroemer, H. Kogelnik, D. Monroe & S. Datta - external report commissioned by Bell Lab’s management (2002).

Fabrication and falsification



“A Light-Emitting Field-Effect 

Transistor,” J. H. Schön et al. 

Science 290, 963 (2000). 

“Ambipolar organic devices for 

complementary logic,” J. H. Schön

et al. Synthetic Metals 122, 195 

(2001).

Report of the investigation committee on the possibility of scientific misconduct in the work of Henrik Schön and coauthors, M. Beasley, 
H. Kroemer, H. Kogelnik, D. Monroe & S. Datta - external report commissioned by Bell Lab’s management (2002).

Fabrication and falsification



• Knowingly omitting a reference to earlier work and thus 

misrepresenting your own contribution

• Combining data from different samples without declaring 

this

• Minor image manipulations such as removing outliers

→→→→ Is it worth your reputation and scientific career?

Even ‘small’ cases can be serious



• A review carried out of 2047 

retracted articles in PubMed

• 21.3% attributed to error

• 67.4% attributed to misconduct of 

which the majority were:

– Fraud or suspected fraud (43.4%)

– Duplicate publication (14.2%)

– Plagiarism (9.8%)

Fang F C et al. PNAS 2012;109:17028-17033

Statistics on misconduct



Country of origin of publications retracted for fraud or suspected fraud

(fraud defined as data falsification or fabrication):

Fang F C et al. PNAS 2012;109:17028-17033

Statistics on misconduct



Data on misconduct from Nature journals

Variety of issues

• Materials sharing

• Plagiarism

• Image manipulation 

• Fraud and data fabrication

• Authorship disputes

It’s only a tiny fraction of what is 

published

Tip of the iceberg?   

-or-

Are most papers that matter 

uncovered?
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Singapore statement

Preamble

The value and benefits of research are vitally dependent on the integrity 

of research. While there can be and are national and disciplinary 

differences in the way research is organized and conducted, there are also 

principles and professional responsibilities that are fundamental to the 

integrity of research wherever it is undertaken.

Principles 

• Honesty in all aspects of research 

• Accountability in the conduct of research

• Professional courtesy and fairness in working with others

• Good stewardship of research on behalf of others

http://www.singaporestatement.org/



Journal responsibilities

• Journals usually follow up any suspicions

• Journals alert funding institutions and employers, thereby 

starting investigations

• But journals are neither police nor judges

• Process often stalls if universities do not investigate fully 

or only slowly

• No clear international regulations exist across disciplines 

or countries



• There has been a dramatic 

increase in the number of 

retractions in the past ten years

• The Committee on Publication 

Ethics (COPE) introduced 

retraction guidelines in 2009 to 

counter the huge 

inconsistencies in the policies 

and practices between different 

journals

• Retractions are reserved for 

articles that are so seriously 

flawed that their results and 

data are unreliable

Retractions



Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines:

Journal editors should consider retracting a publication if: 

• they have clear evidence that the findings are unreliable, either as a 

result of misconduct (e.g. data fabrication) or honest error 

(e.g. miscalculation or experimental error) 

• the findings have previously been published elsewhere without 

proper cross-referencing, permission or justification (i.e. cases of 

redundant publication) 

• it constitutes plagiarism 

• it reports unethical research 

Retractions

Publicationethics.org



COPE guidelines

“If only a small part of an article reports flawed data, and especially if this is the result of 

genuine error, then the problem is best rectified by a correction or erratum. (The 

term erratum usually refers to a production error, caused by the journal. The term 

corrigendum (or correction) usually refers to an author error.) Partial retractions are 

not helpful because they make it difficult for readers to determine the status of the 

article and which parts may be relied upon”

Journal editors should consider issuing a correction if:

• a small portion of an otherwise reliable publication proves to be misleading 

(especially because of honest error) 

• the author/contributor list is incorrect (i.e. a deserving author has been omitted or 

somebody who does not meet authorship criteria has been included)

Corrections and errata

Publicationethics.org



• Immunity and Infection article 

November 2012

• Correlation between impact factor 

and retraction index (number of 

retractions in the time interval 

from 2001-2010, multiplied by 

1000 and divided by the number of 

published articles with abstracts)

Retractions in top tier journals

RETRACTED SCIENCE AND THE RETRACTION INDEX, Ferric C. Fang and Arturo Casadevall, doi:10.1128/IAI.05661-11 



• Avoiding plagiarism, self-plagiarism and other questionable writing practices: A

guide to ethical writing, Office of Research Integrity, US Department of Health and 

Human Services 

http://ori.dhhs.gov/education/products/plagiarism/

• Nature journal editorial policies

http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/index.html

• Publication ethics policies for medical journals, World Association of Medical Editors

http://www.wame.org/resources/publication-ethics-policies-for-medical-journals

• Singapore Statement on Research Integrity

http://www.singaporestatement.org/

Further reading 



Summary

Plagiarism can be: 

• knowingly omitting a reference to earlier work

• copying text

• data fabrication

• image manipulation

• duplicate figures

• fraud 

• self-plagiarism

• republication of papers already published

• Nowadays, plagiarism can easily be detected

• Be honest, have professional courtesy, be fair and be accountable 



Any questions? 

Questions



Course objectives

� Understand successful science writing techniques

� Know how to organize, outline and plan papers

� Be able to construct effective sentences and paragraphs

� Understand the elements of a paper and what each should contain

� Understand journal editorial processes and the peer-review system

� Know how to submit and publish papers

� Have an awareness of ethical issues associated with science publishing



Thank you

We really appreciate your 

feedback 

Please complete the feedback 

forms in your handout folders, and 

hand them back to us



Thank you for attending

Scientific Writing and Publishing Workshop

Exclusive partner of Nature Publishing Group, publisher of Nature and Scientific American

A training course provided by Macmillan Science Communication in 

collaboration with:




